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Drake Demascus

Drake Demascus is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Drake Demascus

Species & Gender: Human Male
Date of Birth: YE 18
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: Biohazard Rapid Response Force

Rank: E5-Lance Corporal
Current Placement: General Service Rotation

Preferred Plots:

NDC1.

Physical Description

6'2“ with a athletic boxer's build to his body, Drake is a rather sun kissed tan from his life in the desert.
He has black short hair, rusty orange eyes, and a lean face. His body is used to high stress from his
homeland's difficult environment, and features a few scars across his body, as well as a tribe tattoo of a
desert crow on his bicep.

Personality

Generally stoic and reserved on the job, Drake prefers to cut loose off the clock, usually blowing off
steam in the gym. He prefers a good tussle, less as competition, but good rough fun to test the physical
mettle of a person. Very rare is he found to be cocky, yet quick to give wise warning, and worrisome of
those he sees as unprepared. Honor is a moral code of his tribe, never seeking to anger, or mistreat a
lady. Where he lacks in book smarts, he excels in wisdom based on experience, and traditional
teachings…As well as a fair measure of common sense. He is only harsh when those around him decide
to choose rash foolishness over caution and thinking through solutions.

History

Born in YE 18 on the desert world of Planet Osman, Drake hails from a long lived tribe of Human
descendants from the group of colonist that came to the world over two decades ago. He has lived a
harsh and tough life in the scorching desert, used to extreme heat due to his adaptable genes. He signed
up with Section 6 the day he was of age, and left with everyone else the day they left Osman in YE 40,
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helping to grow and expand the new nation founded later on Sirris VI called New Dusk Conclave. He still
serves to this day in YE 42.

Social Connections

Drake Demascus is connected to:

Cassandra Demascus(older sister)
Arria Smith(girlfriend)

Skills Learned

Communications

Fluent in trade, and hand sign forms of communication, he has also received military training in radio
operation and protocol.

Firearms

Already familiar with a pistol, the army trained him with a rifle, then the BRRF trained him with every
heavy weapon in their arsenal.

Fighting

Proficiently trained in combat via hand to hand, mecha, and armed close quarters combat. He is a skilled
MMA style fighter, and skilled with the issued long combat knife used by the NDC legion.

Driving

Drake knows how to drive a car, and handle most military ground transports other then tanks employed
by the NDC.

Inventory & Finance

Drake Demascus has the following items:

G1-N2 "Geist" Advanced Interfacing Implant 2.0
NDC Enlisted Dress Uniform
3 NDC Exercise Uniform
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S6 Travel Backpack
BW-6AS "Sickle"
Avenger Plasma Rifle
S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”
Desert Rider
50 cnt crate of S6-SR-A Survival Rations Type A
6pck of Plasma Jet
"Judge" Variable Revolver
NH-Y2 Remora-class Utility Craft
Plasma Cutter/Torch
Arid Climate Suit
Cold Climate Suit
External Respiration Kit
Threader Ultralight
Physical Exertion Gear
Galactic Horizon 7.62x51mm Sport Shot Hunting Rifle
6 canisters of MultiMendFoam
Multispectral Marksman Scope
Honeycomb Fabricator
Watch Communicator - gift from late father
Wasp LSSR-01a
6 Cranth Medical Field Kit
Mark III - "Legend" Jacket
armatae_occulte_jacket
UMC Survival Kit - salvaged

Salvage

A cryogenic statis pod containing an ID-SOL soldier from pre-YSE Nepleslia who is really into
combat
Tora Ke-V5 Torpedo Bomber (damaged, pilot dead)
Functional Communications Satellite
Lo-Car - Elderly Edition (A Slow Car)
UMD-01a

Drake has 16,000 DS

OOC Notes

This character article was generated using the PHP template form.

In the case Jack Pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? NO
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Character Data
Character Name Drake Demascus
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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